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FOLDING BOX

FILLING OPTIONS

ORGANIC SWEET POPCORN 
Making your day is just a moment away. In every bag, you will find a combination of 
the finest wholemeal corn, high-quality organic coconut oil, a pinch of sweetness 
and, above all, a lot of love for the product that you can taste. 

 Cinema-quality crunchy popcorn 
  Without palm oil and without genetic modification
 With high-quality organic coconut oil instead of butter
 100% vegan and in best organic quality

ORGANIC SWEET & SALTY POPCORN 
Sweet and salty. As varied as life itself, but always on the happy side 
in terms of taste. Our organic popcorn made from wholemeal corn is 
refined with high-quality organic coconut oil and gives you the best of 
both worlds.

  Cinema-quality crunchy popcorn
  Without palm oil and without genetic modification 
  With high-quality organic coconut oil instead of butter
 100% vegan and in best organic quality

ORGANIC CINNAMON POPCORN 
And you need popcorn with cinnamon. Because our organic popcorn made 
from high-quality wholemeal corn, refined with organic coconut oil and natural 
cinnamon, contains everything your heart desires.

  Cinema-quality crunchy popcorn
  Without palm oil and without genetic modification
  With high-quality organic coconut oil instead of butter
 100% vegan and in best organic quality
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FOLDING BOX

FILLING OPTIONS vegan

Only for  
certified organic  

companies

CZ-BIO-001 
EU/non-EU Agriculture
Distribution certified by:
DE-ÖKO-006

FOLDING BOX
ART.-NO.: 1263

Print 4-c Euroscale

Order quantity  Starting at 240 pieces

Content Heimatgut organic popcorn in the varieties cinnamon, 
sweet & salty or sweet, 30 g 

 Delivery only to certified organic  
companies/advertising material dealers

Shelf life 3 months  

Format Approx. 235 x 40 x 175 mm 
Request the dimensions of the advertising space  
as an imposition layout  

Material Folding box made of white, FSC-certified cardboard, 
climate neutral

Delivery packing Product box containing 8 pieces, 6 product boxes  
per shipping box 

Delivery time Generally 10-20 working days after approval for  
printing. Please also refer to the “Information” section  
in the catalogue or go to go.pfile.de/agb-en



DOING GOOD TOGETHER 

GIVE A GIFT OF ADVERTISING,  
DONATE A MEAL.

The delicious Swiss chocolate from share will not only bring a smile to the faces of those 
with a sweet tooth: the palm-oil-free chocolate in the fair trade variety Crispy Flakes also 

helps, in particular, those in need in poorer regions. The share 1+1 principle means that with 
every bar of chocolate sold, a meal is donated to someone in need. So with every piece, 

you’re doing good for yourself and others.
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Fair trade  
cocoa

Organically certified

Palm oil free

Tracking code  
for your donation  

(back)

Made in Switzerland
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Only for 
certified organic 

companies

CH-BIO-004 
EU/non-EU Agriculture
Distribution certified by:
DE-ÖKO-006

 

 

 

donate one meal

Ev

ery chocolate

SHARE CHOCOLATE
ART.-NO.: 1181

Print 4-c Euroscale

Order quantity  Starting at 200 pieces

Content Swiss milk chocolate by share in the variety Crispy 
Flakes whole milk without palm oil, fair trade, 100 g 
 
Delivery only to certified organic  
companies/advertising material dealers

Shelf life 4 months 

Format Approx. 160 x 80 x 10 mm  
Request the dimensions of the advertising space  
as an imposition layout  

Material Promotional slipcase made of white, FSC-certified 
cardboard, climate neutral 

Delivery packing Product box containing 20 pieces, 8 product boxes  
per shipping box   

Delivery time Generally 10-20 working days after approval for 
printing. Please also refer to the “Information” section 
in the catalogue or go to go.pfile.de/agb-en



ORGANIC MINT TEA 

THE REFRESHING
MENTHOL KICK

We believe in products that are so pure, perfect and good that no additive in the world could im-
prove them. You will never find sugar, sweeteners or any kind of flavouring in drinks from Ocha-
Ocha – but plenty of the good things: just top-quality tea. The only secret ingredient is love. We 
promise: with Ocha-Ocha you get 100 % “water + plant” and 0 % hot air. Without exception.
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Provides fresh 
breath & flavour

100 % peppermint

Vegan and low-calorie
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Ocha-Ocha

Organic mint tea

No deposit

Bottled
and brewed in 
Germany

Without sugar &
additive

DRINK PACK
OCHA OCHA ORGANIC MINT TEA

CONTENT

ART.-NR.: 1205

Print 4-c Euroscale

Order quantity  Starting at 240 pieces

Content Ocha-Ocha® organic mint tea made from 100 % 
peppermint without sugar or additive, 0,5 l

Shelf life 6 months

Format Approx. 60 x 160 x 50 mm 
Request the dimensions of the advertising space  
as an imposition layout  

Material Recyclable Tetra Pak® promotional packaging made of 
white, FSC-certified cardboard, climate neutral

Delivery packing Product box containing 12 pieces, 3 product boxes  
per shipping box  

Delivery time Generally 10-20 working days after approval for printing. 
Please also refer to the “Information” section in the 
catalogue or go to go.pfile.de/agb-en

Only for  
certified organic  

companies

CZ-BIO-001 
EU/non-EU Agriculture
Distribution certified by:
DE-ÖKO-006



We have put some basic information together for you. 
Please note that every inquiry naturally has to be dealt with individually  
as we could not hope to cover every possible case in writing here.
Our customer advisers would be happy to advise you and answer any  
questions you may have by phone. To make sure the advice you get  
corresponds to your particular inquiry, we require your desired print  
subject.

Delivery times
Our delivery dates are valid as stated in the order confirmation, in each 
case within the delivery week/day of delivery.
Our delivery times depend on the approval of the printing copies and not 
on when printing copies were received. We cannot confirm a delivery time 
without an approval of the printing copies.

In the case of high capacity utilisation, delivery times may be extended 
(e.g. during the Christmas and Easter seasons)

Perishable foodstuffs
Foodstuffs cannot be exchanged. Please check the goods as soon as you 
receive them and send us any complaints within 24 hours.
We cannot accept any complaints received after this period of time.
Once the goods leave our premises, we no longer have any influence on 
our foodstuffs and thus cannot accept any responsibility or liability either 
in terms of quality or in terms of the food law.

In warm weather, it might be necessary to deliver some prod ucts by 
cold-storage lorry to guarantee the goods arrive in perfect condition 
(note: differnet freights costs).

Corrections
Nothing is printed until you have given us your approval in writing.
Making changes to the proof you receive from us does not constitute an  
approval. You will receive a corrected proof to be checked and approved.
Please make sure you check the proof we send you very carefully.  
If you are at all unsure, give us a call. We would be happy to help you.
Your approval is a mandatory part of the order. It has unlimited validity 
and cannot be revoked. We cannot assume any responsibility for the 
prints you approve or for errors of any kind which may have been  
overseen.

If we are in possession of your data 1:1, the proof is created free of charge.  
We reserve the right to charge a flat rate for changes made to the proof  
starting with the third corrected proof.

You will be charged for any work carried out by us in preparation for your 
approval if you subsequently cancel your order. For extra ordered or  
seasonal goods, we will also have to charge you for these costs.

Order Changes
After receiving the order confirmation, we can only make system-relevant 
changes requested by you for a fee of 49,- € 

Complaints
If you have any complaints, please get in touch with us immediately.
We require at least ten per cent of the total order as proof of the fault.  
Please send the goods back to us as proof in the original packaging. 
This also applies to any complaints you have about printing. 
Complaints about the taste and appearance of foodstuffs can only be  
accepted if you handled and stored the goods correctly.

Example: Foodstuffs must be stored in a dry place and be protected  
from changes in temperature (warm/cold).

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact one of our  
customer advisers.

Damage during transport:
All delivered goods, whether on pallets or in the form of parcels, must be  
checked immediately for any damage (correct securing, wrapping/boxes  
undamaged). The driver (freight/logistics company) must be made aware  
of any visible damage and should confirm this damage in writing on the  
delivery papers. 
Please note down the exact details of the damage, including photos,  
and inform us immediately. Claims concerning damage reported at a  
later date and/or damage not recorded on the delivery papers cannot be  
claimed retroactively!

Order quantities
For technical reasons, divergence of quantities up to ± 10% is possible. 
Depending on the category of product, our products are either counted or 
weighed before they are packed. This can result in different quantities in  
individual boxes. The final number is checked and logged by us. If there 
are any irregularities per packing unit, please check the final number.

Notes on packing
When ordering, please take our packing units into consideration.
The specified freight costs are approximated, not binding, and cannot be  
determined precisely until the order has been completed.

Biscuits, cookies, and other baked articles can break during transport.

Colours
Depending on the material and product, colours may deviate. 

In the case of multi-coloured printing, a colour-binding proof of the  
provided data is mandatory.

When using a transparent, coloured, or metallic base, colour reproduction 
can vary if a white background is not used. We would therefore recom-
mend that you use a white background, if technically possible, which is 
charged as an additional print colour (not in digital printing). To avoid 
complaints about colour, please make sure you include a colour-binding 
proof.

Unchanged reprints can also demonstrate colour deviation. 
This is for technical reasons and cannot be avoided. Nuances of colour 
devi ation will therefore not be recognised as a complaint. 

Product deviations
Please note that the design of included products may differ from the de-
sign in the catalogue. Changes made by the manufacturer at short notice 
cannot be ruled out. Complaints regarding such changes will therefore not 
be accepted.

Further processing
Variations can occur during processing for technical reasons.  
This applies, for example, to press cuts and blanks of cardboard  
packaging. In the case of foil products, there can be a slight shift of the 
motif during packing. 
In the case of solid designs, cutting can only be controlled within a certain  
tolerance. It is therefore possible that colour transitions in the motif are  
displaced in the cutting area and thus visible as a fine stripe  
(of the other print colour) at the cutting end of the packing. 

In the case of bags, the content text may be concealed in part by the 
sealed seam.

Tetrahedron packaging:
Due to the packaging, it could happen that the position of the printed 
image varies on the triangular advertising space.

Sticky wrappers:
Slight blistering may occur and it could happen that the ends of the  
wrapper may not meet exactly.

Shelf life
The best before date printed on the promotion packaging (1 week  
tolerance) ist based on the delivery date at the time the print is approved. 
If there are postponements on your part, we will only adjust the best 
before date at your request and will charge 49,- € for the change. No more 
changes are possible if the print has already been made. 

The best before date can only be guaranteed if the storage is suitable for 
use with foods. Taking the product specific properties into account, please 
ensure you store the product in a dry, cool place protected from sunlight. 
Temperature fluctiontions should be avoided, especially with products 
containing chocolate, as otherwise a bloom of fat (white coating) can 
form.

Manufacturer’s notification on products
In accordance with EU directive 178/2002 for the guarantee of food safety  
and in compliance with the requirements of the food law, we will be  
attaching a manufacturer’s notification to our products/selling units.  
For most products, the end customer, dealer, or agency can decide whet-
her he himself as the  issuer should be specified on the product packaging 
or outer packaging or whether the manufacturer should be named. If we 
are not provided with a manufacturer’s notification, we will use our manu-
facturer. If the end customer explicitly rejects all these  
specifications, the manufacturer must be released from all claims in 
writing.

We are obliged to advise you that manufacturer’s data must comply 
with legal specifications. The data are not intended for any promotional 
purpose.

Declaration
Due to food law regulations in accordance to VO 1169/2001, the  
declaration must be in the official language of the country in which the 
goods are distributed. If declared in another language, we can not  
guarantee the marketability of the goods. The responsibility of  
marketability in this case passes to the customer.

Distribution list
If the products are to be sent to different shipping addresses, please send 
us the address data as an EXCEL file with one address component per  
column (e.g. company1 / company2 / street / postal code etc.). Just ask for 
our template. Bills of delivery must be provided in triplicate. Depending 
on the work involved, additional costs may be incurred.

GENERAL INFORMATION



Information on creating printing copies

If possible, match our provided imposition layout 1:1.  
Data editing costs will otherwise be incurred. 

–  Line drawings should have an optimum resolution of 1.200 dpi or be  
vectorised. Continuous-tone illustrations should have a resolution of  
300 dpi. 

–  When sending files by email, please make sure you use the appropriate 
program extension (e.g. .indd for InDesign, .ai for Adobe Illustrator, .psd 
for Photoshop).

Our programs:
– Adobe Illustrator CC
– Photoshop CC
– InDesign CC

Open data:
If your document includes any imported/embedded files (e.g. tif, eps, bmp, 
or jpeg files), please make sure you save these separately! Please change 
the fonts into character paths to avoid the loading of any other fonts.  
If this is not possible, send us the fonts (only Mac fonts).

Please note the following when supplying data as a PDF:
-  Your created data should correspond to our layout template,  

please do not change it.
- PDF compatible up to PDF/X-4 (Acrobat 1.6)
- No encrypted PDF files (password protection or the like)
- No coloured pattern cells/tile patterns
- No comments, form fields, or the like
- No transfer curves
-  Leave layout sketches at “overprint” and you must leave it at our 

separate special colour with the name “Stand”

Data carriers (if you want to send your data by post):
–  Please write your address, file name, logo name, product name, and 

order number clearly on the data carrier (e.g. CD) and include a printout 
of the files.

–  The printout should include the file name and the name of the printing  
colour(s) required, e.g. HKS, Pantone.

The fastest way to order:
Just send your data, including the name of the motif, by email to your  
customer adviser. If the data exceeds 100 MB, we recommend you send us 
the data via FTP server. If you have any further questions on exchanging 
data, please do not hesitate to contact your customer adviser. 

Printing information

Fine details, small fonts, and trademarks can smear or disappear.
In the case of multi-coloured printing, a colour-binding proof of the  
provided data is mandatory.

QR CODE and barcode
Please note that we cannot guarantee that QR codes will be legible.

Printing methods:

4-c digital printing: Paper/cardboard, boxes, foils, labels

4-c designs are available at attractive prices even with small quantities.  
Register differences cannot occur. The colours are always compiled from 
the 4-c process. Special colours in accordance with HKS or Pantone can 
only be approximated.

Boxes: Applying a white background to the motif, as is usual with silver 
boxes in pad printing, is not possible. In these cases, transparent inks are not 
opaque and therefore often do not achieve the desired colour tone (can look 
dirty). Please also note that negatively recessed elements will appear in box 
colours in print. On the other hand, this can result in a very elegant effect 
thanks to the shining through e.g. of a shiny box.  
Slight streaking may be visible with extensive colour designs. 

Due to the bled-off round surface structure of the product, there may be a 
slight distortion of the printed image.

Foils: Some parts of the sealed seams cannot be printed  
(see imposition layouts)

1–4-colour flexo: Foils
In full-surface printing, register differences are possible to an extent.  
A fine unprinted line over the foil is a result of the block ends meeting. 
Colour rubbing on the sealed seam is also possible in full-surface printing. 
Designs with extensive ink coverage and metallic colours should be  
varnished to protect them from colour rubbing (counts as an additional 
print colour).

In printing technology, breaks in the screen cannot be avoided. 
The tolerances for this are: 
– Flexo printing 3%

Sweets: In full-surface printing, a white edge (each of 1 mm) remains on 
the side at the end of the wrapper ends. Due to the block ends meeting,  
a fine white stripe runs across the width of the paper.

Note: Halftone motifs only after a printability check. A colour-binding 
proof of the data provided is required with multi-colour screen motifs.

1–4-colour offset: Paper, cardboard
An attractive price for larger print runs. Printing of special colours in 
acc. with HKS and Pantone is possible. Fluorescent inks cannot be used.

1–4-colour pad: Boxes, dispensers
Register differences are possible to an extent. The double printing of 
individual colours may be necessary for full-surface motifs (counts as an 
additional print colour in each case). Slight scratches and unevenness may 
appear due to the material.

In printing technology, breaks in the screen cannot be avoided. 
The tolerances for this are: 
– Pad printing 15%

Sleeve: A slight distortion is possible on rounded parts.

We alone make the decision on which printing process we use for our  
products/orders.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

The prices are valid from January 1st, 2024 and do not include VAT. Subject to alteration of prices.
The products in the catalogue are not shown true to the original and differ in size, shape and colour from the original. 

Printing errors, mistakes and changes are possible. With the publication of this issue, all previous sales documents lose their validity. 

The offered Easter and Christmas items are valid for the Easter and Christmas season of 2024. Seasonal article – while stocks last!

Depending on high capacity utilization 
and material availability, the delivery time 
is usually 10-20 working days after print 
approval. Delivery time by individual 
products, large quantities as well as dis-
tribution and individual shipping might 
be different. We will be happy to provide 
concrete deadlines as part of the offer or 
your order.
The delivery dates stated in the order 
confirmation apply in each case.



JUNG since 1828 GmbH & Co. KG 
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71634 Ludwigsburg · Germany

Tel.: +49 7141 6435-0 
Zentrale@jung-europe.de 
www.jung-europe.com


